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Optimizing the Q value in three-dimensional metallic photonic
band gap crystals

W. Y. Leung, G. Tuttle, M. M. Sigalas, R. Biswas,a) K. M. Ho,a) and C. M. Soukoulisa)

Microelectronics Research Center and Ames Laboratory-USDOE, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011

~Received 7 November 1997; accepted for publication 16 July 1998!

A metallic photonic band gap crystal with different defect structures is fabricated. The structure is
designed and built to operate in the 8–26 GHz frequency range. Defects with sharp peaks in the
transmission are created by removing portions of the metallic rods in a single defect layer. A high
quality factor ~Q! for the defect state is obtained by larger filling ratios and spatial separations
between the unit cells. An optimized value ofQ>300 is found for three unit cell metallic photonic
band gap structure. The experimental observations agree very well with theoretical calculations
using the transfer matrix method. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic band gap~PBG! crystals have emerged a
novel materials in which no electromagnetic wave c
propagate for all frequencies within a stop band or photo
band gap. The PBG crystal is a periodic structure compo
of material with a high dielectric constant in a lower diele
tric background such as air. The first photonic band gap c
tal was fabricated by Yablonovitchet al.1 by periodically
drilling three sets of holes into a dielectric material and h
a three-dimensional band gap between 12 and 15 GHz. H
ever, a new robust layer-by-layer structure was later
signed and developed by the Iowa State group to achie
full three-dimensional band gap up to a frequency of 4
GHz.2,3 A new direction has been to use metallic compone
in photonic crystals since metals are nearly perfect reflec
with low absorption at microwave or millimeter wave fre
quencies. However, metals become lossy at optical frequ
cies.

Meshes of connected metal wires exhibit a thre
dimensional stop band from zero frequency up to a fin
cutoff frequency (np)—behaving very similar to a wave
guide. Such wire meshes with low metal filling ratio are t
analogue of capacitive metal grids.4 Three-dimensiona
metallic grids with band gaps at microwave,5–7

millimeter-wave8 and infrared frequencies9 have recently
been fabricated. In this article we demonstrate that a de
can be introduced into a metallic PBG crystal, generatin
sharp defect peak with a high quality factor~Q! in the trans-
mission. Such MPBG crystals can be novel frequen
selective filters. The two-dimensional metallic mesh or
single unit cell has been extensively studied under the br
category of frequency-selective surfaces~FSS!.10,11 Such
frequency-selective surfaces have found applications in
crowave filters, radomes, polarizers, beam splitters, infra
mirrors, and for improving solar energy collection.12 The

a!Also at: Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State Univers
Ames, Iowa 50011.
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complementary inductive metallic patches are also FSS w
a low-pass filtering properties.

In a recent study on metallic PBG crystals at 100 GH8

defects were generated by periodically removing parts of
metal grid. In these defects, theQ factor of about 20 was
obtained for the defect transmission peaks. Layer-by-la
metallic structures with defects6 with high quality factors
~Q'1740 for a 18 layer structure! and relatively high peak
transmissions~80% for a 10 layer structure! were also re-
ported at microwave frequencies. In these previous stud
only the thickness of the PBG crystal was varied to achie
high Q at the expense of the transmission intensity. In t
report, we systematically investigate the other factors, s
as different defect structures, filling ratios, and separation
unit cells, that can improve theQ factor and defect peak
transmission intensity. Measurements are performed fo
structure with three unit cells. Although, measurements
performed at microwave frequencies~8–26 GHz!, the results
can be scaled to higher frequencies simply by reducing
dimensions of the metallic PBG crystal.12

II. EXPERIMENT

The metallic photonic band gap crystal is composed o
stack of square metal meshes, which are separated in
stacking direction as shown in Fig. 1. Each square m
mesh is composed of two sets of parallel 302 stainless-s
circular rods that are perpendicular to each other. This squ
mesh constitutes one unit cell of the photonic band gap c
tal. Each unit cell consists of two layers of parallel rods w
a rod to rod distance, i.e., lattice constant~d! of 6.67 mm.
These two layers of rods are spot welded together for rig
ity. Care is taken to avoid warping the metal mesh during
spot welding. Meshes with three different rod radii, 0.25
0.66, and 1.334 mm, are fabricated yielding three differ
filling ratios 0.01, 0.06, and 0.25. The filling ratio is define
as the volume filling fraction of metal per unit cell. Howeve
the meshes of the 1.334 mm radius rods are soft solde
together rather than spot welded because the high powe
the spot welder is needed. For the lowest filling ratio, t

,

1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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mesh always displays some degree of warping after s
welding because of the wobbly thin wires. Hence our res
will concentrate on the higher filling ratios of 0.06 and 0.2
The overall size of the square mesh is 152.4 by 152.4
with 21 rods in the transverse directions. The resulting m
tallic photonic band gap crystals have cutoff frequencies
approximately 13.5, 17, and 22.5 GHz for rod radii 0.25
0.66, and 1.334 mm, respectively, when the stacking sep
tion between unit cells is set at 6.67 mm.

Throughout the experiment three unit cells are used
measurements unless otherwise stated. Each unit cell is s
rated from the other by Lexan spacers placed at four cor
of the unit cell. The spacers are held together by ny
screws through alignment holes at each corner of the grid
reduce extraneous scattering effects, no additional met
used other than in the mesh itself. Groves are also engra
on the spacers where the rods are positioned for lateral a
ment. The resulting meshes are freely standing in the
Two different spaces of thickness 6.67 and 9.34 mm
used. Different separations can change the transmissioQ
factor of the defect state as discussed later. The PBG cry
is constructed with three unit cells stacked in thez direction.
The unit cell containing defects is the second unit cell pla
in between the two perfect unit cells, constituting a PB
crystal with a defect.

In addition to the perfect metallic mesh, seven differe
defect configurations are fabricated, measured and then c
pared to theoretical calculations. These defects are:~A! re-
moval of single rod,~B! removal of a complete layer of rods
~C! removal of every alternate rod in a layer,~D! removal of
one of every three rods in a layer,~E! removal of one of
every four rods in a layer,~F! removal of a small section o
rod with a length of a lattice constant, and~G! removal of a
section of wire with a length of five lattice constants. A
these defects are created on one layer in the second unit
The defects~F! and ~G! are near the center of the grid, t
avoid edge effects. All measurements are performed wi
an anechoic chamber with two Narda horn antennas actin
transmitter and receiver. The input and output of these

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for the three unit cell metallic PBG crys
constructed from meshes of metallic wires. The middle unit cell shown
a defect layer with every other rod removed.
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tennas are fed to a HP 8510 network analyzer. Transmis
measurements only are performed on these crystals.
separation of the horns is set at a distance of'87 cm. The
PBG crystal is placed as close as possible to the recei
horn to minimize extraneous scattering from the edge of
crystal itself. The metallic PBG crystal is typically placed
few millimeters from the receiving horn antenna.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We examined three different factors affecting theQ fac-
tor of the defect in the PBG crystal: different type of th
defect, filling ratio, and the separation between two adjac
unit cells. We systematically study how the defectQ value
can be affected by each of these three factors for the c
figuration of three unit cells. Figures 2 and 3 show the tra
mission measurements for the defect structures~A!–~D! and
their correspondingQ factors are listed in Table I. We us
the structure with a filling ratio of 0.06 and with the stackin
separation among unit cells equal to the lattice constant~d!
of the mesh. Generally, all the defect peaks haveQ'60.
Although some defects appear to have a largerQ value, they
are within the experimental uncertainty. Figure 3 shows
transmission intensity for a sequence of defects starting f
removal of a portion of a rod@defect F, Fig. 3~a!#, to the
larger section of length 5d @defect G, Fig. 3~b!# and removal
of a complete rod@defect A, Fig. 3~c!#. As evident in Fig. 3,
no defect state is observed for the smallest defect@Fig. 3~a!
or defect F#. However, as the size of defect increases,
defect transmission peak emerges and has large transmi
when a complete rod is removed@Fig. 3~c!#. When the spa-
tial size of defect is much smaller than the wavelength~2.14

l
s

FIG. 2. Measured transmission intensity for different defects in the mid
layer of the three-layer PBG crystal.~a! Every alternate rod is removed.~b!
One of every three rods is removed.~c! One of every four rods is removed
~d! A complete layer is removed.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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cm for the frequency of 14 GHz!, which is the case for defec
~F!, the perturbation to overall scattering is minimum
Hence, no defect state is observed. In fact, the transmis
is very similar to a perfect PBG crystal with three unit cel
However, as the size of the defect increases, the perturba
becomes significant and its defect state becomes visibl
the transmission measurement.

Another very interesting feature, shown in Fig. 2, is th
the defect state has a transmission intensity larger than 0
for the defect configurations B where a complete layer
removed@Fig. 2~d!# or defect C where every other rod on th
same layer is removed@Fig. 2~a!#. Such a feature persist
even when the whole photonic band gap crystal is mo
more than one wavelength distance from the receiving
tenna although there is a slight decrease of transmission
tensity from the values in Fig. 2. The nature of such enhan
ment that may have important implications is not fu
understood, although our measurements indicate it may
finite size effect. Measurements find enhancements only
defects~B! and ~C! for a filling factor of 0.06. No enhance
ment is observed for other filling ratios. For a filling ratio
0.25, it is expected that the high metal content will sca
most of the incoming signal and hence reduce the trans
sion intensity. On the other hand, the warping of the mes
the lowest filling ratio of 0.01 and the low defectQ for this
filling ratio, may have eliminated any enhancement. It is a
possible that such enhancement may be due to a focu
effect. Such focusing effects have also been investigated
two-dimensional FSS structure13 and '5 dB increase of
transmission was observed. In order to understand the c

FIG. 3. Measure transmission intensity of different defects for~a! a vacancy
of lengthd ~lattice constant! i.e., defect F,~b! a vacancy of length 5d ~defect
G!, ~c! one rod removed, i.e., defect A. Dotted line in~a! is the transmission
for three perfect PBG unit cells.
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of this enhancement, a PBG crystal with twice the lateral s
and with the defect~C! is fabricated. However, no signa
enhancement on the defect state is observed for this la
PBG crystal. This suggests that the enhancement may be
to the finite size of the crystal.

The well-established transfer matrix method~TMM !14

has been utilized for the calculation of the transmission. F
ure 4 shows the calculated value of the transmission for
cases where a complete layer has been removed~defect B!
and for every alternate rod removed~defect C!. In both cases,
the defect resides in the second unit cell, similar to exp
ment. The grid used in the computation is finite in the dire
tion perpendicular to the metallic layers and has a thickn
of three unit cells. However, we use periodic boundary c
ditions along the other two directions resulting in the met
lic layers that are infinite in the lateral directions, in contra
with the experiment. Each cubic unit cell is divided into 1
by 10 by 10 subcells. Calculations with more subcells sh
the error in the defect frequency is less than 6%. The de
mode appears at 9.7 and 12.6 GHz for the defects B an
respectively~Fig. 4!. This is in good agreement with th
experiment after accounting for the numerical errors.

Figure 5 shows the effect of filling ratio on the measur
Q value of defect state. Only defect C where every altern
rod removed are shown. The other defect structures s
similar trends when the filling ratio is changed. TheQ value
increases as the filling ratio increases. When the filling ra
is 0.25, theQ factor is about 194. However, there is
tradeoff in the reduction of the transmission intensity as
Q increases for increasing filling ratio. At high filling ratio
the defect transmission reduces to about26 dB, which may
not be that desirable for frequency-selective filtering app
cations. This reduction is anticipated because more m
will reflect or absorb the electromagnetic waves travers
through the crystal. Calculated transmission of defects a
function of the filling ratio~Fig. 6! also predicts an enhance

FIG. 4. Calculated transmission for a complete layer removed~solid! i.e.,
defect B and every alternate rod removed, i.e., defect C~dotted!. The filling
ratio is 0.06.
at the
TABLE I. Q factors of three unit cells metallic photonic band gap crystal. The defect layer is placed
second unit cell of the crystal.

Defects
Single rod
removed

One layer
removed

One every
two rods
removed

One every
three rods
removed

One every
four rods
removed

Small
hole

Medium
hole

Q factor 58610 52610 60610 45610 84610 N/Aa 70610

aTransmission too weak to measure.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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ment of Q factor at higher filling ratio. Also, in agreemen
with the measurements, the calculated frequency of the
fect mode decreases as the filling ratio decreases.

The calculatedQ factor is generally somewhat highe
than the experimental measurements. This discrepancy
be due to the finite size of the PBG crystal used in the
periment compared with the infinitely large crystal in t
lateral direction used in the calculations. A PBG crystal w
a smaller lateral size and the same type of defect is fabric
to test this finite size effect. The resulting measureme
show a broadening of the defect peak with a slight shift
peak frequency. Overall, the experimental observations a
quite well with the theoretical calculations for the defect fr
quency and theQ value. However, the theoretical calcul
tions do not predict any increase of transmission for t
types of defects~B! and~C! measured above. This indicate
that this effect is related to the finite size of the photo
crystal utilized in the experiment.

The last variable that may affect theQ value of the de-
fect is the separation between unit cells. Two different se
rations are used in the experiment: one is the lattice cons
and the other is a factor of 1.4 larger than the lattice const
The defect structure where every alternate rod is remo
~defect C! is used. As shown in Fig. 7, theQ factor increases
as the separation increases. TheQ values increase from abou
50 for a separation factor of 1 to about 100 for the separa
factor of 1.4. Such an increase is observed for other de
structures as well although not by the same factor. Such
increase ofQ factor is also predicted by the TMM calcula
tions. Figure 8 shows calculated results for a similar def
with every other rod removed in a layer with filling ratio o
0.06. The quality factorQ is 21, 71, and 187 for separatio
factors of 1, 1.4, and 1.8 times the lattice constant resp

FIG. 5. Measured transmission intensity for a filling ratio of~a! 0.01, filling
ratio of ~b! 0.06, and filling ratio of~c! 0.25, for the defect where ever
alternate rod is removed, i.e., defect C.

FIG. 6. Calculated transmission for every alternate rod removed, i.e., d
C. The filling ratios are 0.06, 0.12, 0.18~solid, dotted and dashed lines
respectively!.
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tively. Also in agreement with the measurements, the ca
lated frequency of the defect mode decreases as the se
tion factor increases.

By increasing both the filling ratio and increasing th
separation of unit cells we may further increase theQ value.
In fact, for the defect of every alternate rod removed~defect
C!, we measure aQ of 350 when both of these two factor
are varied together. However, theQ factor can also be in-
creased by increasing the thickness of the PBG crys
which has been observed experimentally and also sugge
by theoretical calculations.6 One serious disadvantage of in
creasing the thickness of the crystal has been the redu
transmission intensity of the defect peak. In this report,
explore other factors, other than the thickness of the P
crystal, to get a better understanding of how to obtain
higher Q value. As a result of this study, higherQ can be
accomplished by increasing the filling ratio and wider se
ration of unit cells together.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have demonstrated how the def
structure, filling ratio and stacking separation between u
cells can affect theQ factor of the defect. Filling ratio and
stacking separation have the largest impact on theQ factor
whereas the different types of defect structures have a r
tively small effect. However, the defect frequency can
tuned with different defect structures. By combining the fi
ing ratio and space separation we can achieve a much hi
Q factor ~.300! than by varying any single variable alone

ct

FIG. 7. Measured transmission intensity for separation between unit c
~a! equal to the lattice spacing, and~b! a factor of 1.4 larger than the lattice
spacing.

FIG. 8. Calculated transmission for every alternate rod removed. The fil
ratio is 0.06. The layer separations are 1, 1.4 and 1.8 times the la
spacing~solid, dotted, and dashed lines, respectively!.
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